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  People protest in front of the branch  offices of China Southern Airlines and Xiamen Airlines in
Taipei  yesterday, demanding that Beijing withdraw the proposed M503 flight  route.
  Photo: Hsiao Ting-fang, Taipei Times   

More than 100 demonstrators yesterday sang in unison outside the  Taipei office of China
Southern Airlines to express their opposition to  controversial flight routes proposed by Beijing.

  

Headed by a  coalition of social advocacy organizations and pro-independence groups,  the
protesters demanded that China cancel its plans for flight route  M503, which runs close to the
median line of the Taiwan Strait.    

  

They  said that the proposed route reflected China’s ambitions to encroach on  Taiwanese
airspace and posed a threat to national security.

  

The groups accused President Ma Ying-jeou’s (馬英九) administration of failing to stand its ground
in negotiations with Beijing.

  

While  China originally planned for the new route to take effect today, the  Civil Aeronautics
Administration (CAA) on Monday said that China has  agreed to postpone use of the route.

  

The CAA also cited an  agreement with China that the proposed route would be moved 6
nautical  miles (11km) west of its original location.
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Premier Mao Chi-kuo  (毛治國) on Tuesday said that although he thinks the route should have
been  moved even further to the west, he considers the adjustment  “acceptable.”

  

Mao’s comments drew criticism from opposition  legislators and civic groups alike, who said that
the government had  failed to safeguard the nation’s sovereignty.

  

Human rights lawyer  Lai Chung-chiang (賴中強) said that civilian flight routes in China are 
congested as a result of large swathes of airspace being restricted to  military use, adding that
many areas along the Chinese coast are  designated as “war preparation zones” in mind of a
potential invasion of  Taiwan.

  

“This is not a problem caused by Taiwan, but rather a problem caused by the People’s
Liberation Army,” Lai said.

  

Lai said that the rally was inspired by Estonia’s “Singing  Revolution” in the late 1980s, in which
groups of protesters drew  strength from choral music as they shouted out their defiance against
 the Soviet regime.

  

In Taipei, protesters sang several songs that  featured prominently in past social movements,
including Ilha Formosa  (美麗島) — which was widely sung during anti-authoritarian rallies in the 
late 1970s — as well as other songs of political significance, such as  2008 power ballad Turnin
g the Tide
(逆轉勝) and last year’s 
Island Sunrise
(島嶼天光).

  

Island Sunrise,  written by Kaohsiung-based punk band Fire-EX, was the unofficial anthem  of
the Sunflower movement, in which tens of thousands of protesters  took part in a massive choir
to protest the government’s handling of a  proposed trade pact with China.
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The groups announced further  protests leading up to the Boao Forum for Asia, a China-led
economic  conference scheduled to take place from March 26 to March 29 in China’s  Hainan
Province.

  

“Like the Baltic states that held faith in their  struggle for independence from the Soviet Union,
we should also persist  until the end,” Lai said.
  
  
  Source: Taipei Times - 2015/03/05
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